In this paper we found a Lagrangian representation and corresponding Hamiltonian structure for the constant astigmatism equation. Utilizing this Hamiltonian structure and extra conservation law densities we construct a first evolution commuting flow of the third order. Also, we apply the recursion operator and present a second Hamiltonian structure. This bi-Hamiltonian structure allows to replicate infinitely many local commuting flows and corresponding local conservation law densities.
Introduction
Plenty of integrable equations were found in classical differential geometry. One of them is the famous Bonnet equation also known as the sin-Gordon equation. This equation expresses angles between asymptotic directions of surfaces of negative constant Gaussian curvature. Recently, interest to the Bonnet equation was renew due to a successful search of integrable cases of Weingarten surfaces. The equation describing surfaces of constant astigmatism
was considered in a set of papers (see detail in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ). Also, a transformation between the Bonnet equation and (1) was found. However this transformation is very sophisticated (see, for instance, [4] ). It is not so easy to recompute solutions and Hamiltonian structures from the Bonnet equation to (1) . By this reason, we construct independently the Lagrangian, corresponding Hamiltonian structure, first evolution commuting flow of the third order and a second Hamiltonian structure of (1) in this paper. The inverse transformation (from (1) back to the Bonnet equation) is not so complicated. We believe that our results can be effectively utilized in the theory of the Bonnet equation.
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Structure
The Lagrangian
determines the Euler-Lagrange equation
where F = f (Ω, Ω x , Ω xx , ...)dx. Obviously, two local conservation laws (of the energy and of the momentum) can be obtained (due to E. Noether's Theorem) from the energy-momentum tensor. For instance, the conservation law of the momentum is
where G x = δF δΩ Ω x , while the conservation law of the energy is
where
while Euler-Lagrange equation (3) can be written as a Hamiltonian system
where w = Ω xt . In this paper we consider just the case f (Ω, Ω x , Ω xx ) = −2Ω − ln Ω xx . Corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation (3) is nothing but constant astigmatism equation (1), where u = Ω xx . Thus, constant astigmatism equation (1) possesses the local Lagrangian representation
two local conservation laws (the momentum and the energy, respectively):
and non-local Hamiltonian structure
where the Hamiltonian H = ( 1 2 w 2 − 2Ω − ln Ω xx )dx and the momentum P = Ω xx wdx.
Remark: Under the substitution u = Ω xx , the above non-local Hamiltonian structure assumes a local form
where the momentum P = uwdx still is local, but the Hamiltonian H = ( 1 2 w 2 − ln u − 2Ω)dx is essentially nonlocal. Also constant astigmatism equation (1) has extra two conservation laws (see [4] )
Thus, one can construct a third order symmetry (cf. (6))
Remark: Any higher commuting flow to constant astigmatism equation (1) also can be written via the same function Ω only. Indeed, taking into account that u = Ω xx and w = Ω xt , evolution system (7) reduces to two three dimensional equations
The compatibility condition (Ω xxt ) y = (Ω yt ) xx leads to the single equation
which is nothing but an Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the local Lagrangian representation (cf. (4))
Meanwhile, one can express Ω y from the first equation in (8) and substitute it into the second equation in (8). This gives again the constant astigmatism equation.
Bi-Hamiltonian structure
In this Section we present a second Hamiltonian structure for constant astigmatism equation (1) and its hierarchy.
Infinitely many symmetries (here t k are group parameters)
of constant astigmatism equation (1) are connected to each other by the recursion operator (found by A. Sergyeyev, see in [4] )
x ∂ t . However, for construction of a second Hamiltonian structure, this recursion operator at first should be rewritten in a matrix form, because constant astigmatism equation (1) is a two component system. Indeed, introducing the field variable q such that u t = q, (1) takes an evolution form
Thus, differentiating (9) with respect to t, one can obtain
x (q t ) t k . Finally, taking into account (10), we eliminate derivatives with respect to t. This yields a desirable relationship
Thus, under the potential substitution q = w x , the above transformation of symmetries can be written in the matrix form
Since, any local symmetry to (1) has the same local Hamiltonian structure
we obtain automatically a second Hamiltonian structure
If, for instance, we start from third order evolution system (1)
then the next commuting flow
also will be again a local symmetry. Thus, infinitely many local commuting flows constructed from this biHamiltonian structure can be utilized for description of multi-phase solutions for constant astigmatism equation (1) .
Remark: The second Hamiltonian structure
is nonlocal. This is a linear combination of local Hamiltonian structure of the Dubrovin-Novikov type and a pure nonlocal part. Such Hamiltonian structures were investigated in [5] . In general N component case, corresponding Hamiltonian operators have the form (α = 0 is an arbitrary constant)
where g ij (u) is a nondegenerate symmetric metric and Γ j sk are Christoffel symbols of Levi-Civita connection, while f i are components of isometry f i ∂/∂u i , which satisfies some special conditions. In this Section, we presented a first example of integrable systems which is equipped by pair of Hamiltonian operators
For the integrable hierarchy of constant astigmatism equation we choose u 1 = u, u 2 = w. Then α = 2 and 
